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Ahead of UN “Climate” Summit, Kerry & WEF Argue U.S.
Must Pay “Reparations”

AP Images
John Kerry

As “climate” dignitaries and world leaders
prepare to converge on the Egyptian resort
town of Sharm El Sheikh in mid November
to solve the alleged “climate crisis,” the
biggest issues to be decided will involve
money — lots of it. Specifically, the
questions to be resolved surround how much
money governments must extract from the
struggling middle classes of the “developed”
world to bribe “developing country”
governments and kleptocrats into keeping
their populations in perpetual poverty and
bondage. As “climate” becomes the new
Covid, though, freedom is in danger, too.

Under the guise of what is called “loss and
damage,” taxpayers in advanced nations
such as the United States are expected to
pay massive reparations to Third World
governments. Relying on the increasingly
dubious hypothesis that human emissions of
carbon dioxide are causing catastrophic
global warming, the argument is that
advanced economies emitted more carbon
dioxide as they became prosperous over the
last century, and as such, they must
compensate poorer, undeveloped nations for
alleged climate damages. Everything from
storms to droughts is being blamed on
Western CO2 emissions. Those advanced
economies get no credit for inventing the
technologies that make the modern world
possible.   

The World Economic Forum, the fascistic and globalist Big Business alliance behind the Great Reset
agenda, is publicly arguing that “climate reparations” must be “top of the agenda at COP27.” And
governments of the world are taking note. Globalists and the Third World regimes demanding more
money are calling for trillions of dollars in “reparations” for everything from floods to droughts. “By
2050, the economic cost of loss and damage in developing countries is estimated to be between $1-1.8
trillion,” WEF “expert” and propagandist Abhinav Chugh wrote on the increasingly controversial
organization’s website.

A group of largely corrupt governments styling itself the “Alliance of Small Island States” (AOSIS) is
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demanding that taxpayers in wealthier countries hand over huge sums for a “response fund” that will
help “climate victims recover from the loss and damage caused by present and future climate shocks,”
according to the WEF. This “Alliance” will be backed by the largest group of governments and
dictatorships within the UN system. Known as the G77 + China, the alliance represents about two
thirds of the UN’s member governments. And it is openly seeking to turn the UN into an “emblem of
global sovereignty.”

Speaking at the globalist Council on Foreign Relations, which basically serves as Deep State
headquarters in the United States, Biden administration “climate” Czar John Kerry indicated a
willingness to fork over huge sums of American tax dollars to the UN and its member governments,
though he did not offer a specific figure. “We’re very concerned about the impacts of climate on all of
these countries,” Special Climate Envoy Kerry explained at the globalist institution, pointing to nations
dealing with natural disasters while pretending that these were caused by Americans’ SUVs and power
plants.

Former Obama Secretary of State Kerry, who famously flew on a private jet to pick up his “climate”
award in Iceland, did caution that there are political realities that must be considered, too. In
particular, the prospect of a GOP takeover of Congress next month might mean that all of the
administration’s promises are dead on arrival. “We’re all determined to come up with progress, but
something real that we can begin to define for everybody,” Kerry added. “You’ve got to make things
happen that can work, that can be functional in your own political system.”

While Republicans in Congress may be able to limit the amount that can be extracted from U.S.
taxpayers, Kerry made clear that he wants the mega-banks to help, too. “For every $1 invested in low-
carbon energy supply, $1.10 is invested in fossil fuels,” Kerry complained, a barely veiled swipe at
investors and banks that continue financing critical companies and industries that the UN and the
globalist establishment want to destroy. “The math and the science unequivocally make clear, we
cannot hit our targets unless we dramatically change that ratio.”

Attorneys general from 19 states are currently investigating the mega-banks for their ties to UN
“climate” schemes. That has caused several to scale back their scheming. But while American banks get
cold feet about colluding with the UN to destroy America’s energy infrastructure, UN boss António
Guterres offered another idea. The well-known socialist who led a global alliance of socialist and
communist parties (many with the blood of millions on their hands) recently proposed a massive tax on
oil and gas companies to fund the “reparations” slush fund. After all, bankrolling the ongoing controlled
demolition of freedom, prosperity, and civilization is expensive.   

As Europeans face the prospect of energy blackouts, food shortages, and industrial collapse amid
severe energy shortages, tone-deaf European Union bigwigs are promising to double down on the
policies that led to the escalating crisis. Other EU policy items on the agenda include implementing
“climate action in the agricultural sector,” which is code for stepping up the war on small- and medium-
sized farms to pave the way for a fascistic farming sector dominated by mega-corporations in bed with
Big Government. Also on the list of EU goals was “address the gender dimension,” without elaboration.

One of the key figures helping to lead the EU delegation, Czech Minister of the Environment Anna
Hubáčková, promised that the increasingly totalitarian superstate would further undermine the
prosperity of the peoples it rules under the guise of saving the climate. “All eyes will be on us in Sharm
El-Sheikh,” she said. “The EU has always been at the forefront of climate action and we will continue to
lead by example. Protecting our planet for future generations requires a strong common global action. I
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am glad the EU has proved today that it is serious in its ambitions.”

Numerous European governments have already pledged to seize enormous sums from their people to
shower on Third World regimes. For instance, following floods in Pakistan — a region that has dealt
with floods for millennia — Danish authorities vowed to hand over almost $15 million in tax money for
“loss and damage” schemes. The German government has also publicly expressed support for putting
climate “reparations” at the top of the agenda for the COP27 in Egypt. Ironically, it is sending an
environmental extremist, former Greenpeace boss Jennifer Morgan, as its “climate envoy.”    

The Communist Chinese regime, meanwhile, is laughing all the way to the bank. As it builds more coal-
fired power plants to ensure cheap and reliable energy for the factories and industries fleeing America
and Europe to set up shop in China, the dictatorship in Beijing is calling on Western nations to continue
committing economic suicide. The regime, which has very close ties with the World Economic Forum
and its chief Klaus Schwab, vowed to continue increasing its CO2 emissions until at least 2030. China
already releases more CO2 into the atmosphere than any other nation.

As much as the climate-industrial complex tries to make its victory appear inevitable, there are growing
signs that it is in trouble. With Europe facing catastrophic energy shortages due to self-imposed “green”
policies such as shutting down power plants, European voters are becoming increasingly skeptical. In
Sweden, known worldwide as perhaps the leading proponent of climate hysteria, the new right-wing
government just axed its 35-year-old “Environment and Climate” Ministry, sparking howls of protests
from alarmists. In the United Kingdom, the pressure to resume exploration and use of hydrocarbon
energy is growing rapidly, too, as the prospect of deadly blackouts ahead of winter becomes more
acute.  

Meanwhile, taxpayer-funded rent-a-mob activists deployed by the climate-industrial complex to provide
the appearance of public support for the agenda are expressing concerns about whether they will be
allowed to make a spectacle of themselves in Egypt. Considering the nature of the Egyptian government
and restrictions placed on public demonstrations in the highly controlled town of Sharm-El-Sheik, there
is a very real chance that the usual “climate” antics will at the very least be toned down.

As the evidence underpinning the pseudo-scientific catastrophism continues to be exposed as
fraudulent, the hysteria is getting louder and louder. At this point, the global predatory class, including
the UN and the Biden administration, are simply working to silence all those who expose the facts using
internet censorship and other totalitarian tactics. How the COP27 will turn out remains to be seen. But
one thing is clear: Middle-class taxpayers across the developed world better hang on to their wallets,
because the predatory elites are scheming to loot them blind.     
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